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THE DIFFRACTION OF A PLANE WAVE
BY AN INFINITE SLIT, I*

By ROBERT J. SPAHN (Michigan Technological University)

Abstract. The diffraction of a normally incident plane wave by an infinite slit of finite

width in a perfectly conducting screen is solved using a Lebedev integral transform theorem

and the Wiener-Hopf technique. This technique leads to an infinite system of equations to

which the method of successive approximation is applied. In particular, an expression for

the transmission coefficient (defined as the ratio of the transmitted to the incident power per

unit length) is obtained for a <£ X where 2a is the slit width and A is the wave length of the

incident wave. There is exact agreement with the known result [3] except for a constant,

which has been difficult to determine because of the slow convergence of the series invol-

ved; however, a new term has been obtained.

Introduction. The problem of the diffraction of a normally incident plane wave by an

infinite slit in a perfectly conducting screen is discussed. The discussion will involve only the

electric case, the magnetic case appearing at a later time. An expression for the transmission

coefficient is obtained for a <? X where 2a is the slit width and A is the frequency of the

incident wave. There is general agreement with the result of Sommerfeld [1].

The problem was first solved using elliptic cylindrical coordinates by Morse and Ru-

binstein in 1938 [2], the solution involving an infinite series of Mathieu functions. Here the

circular cylindrical coordinate system is chosen to represent the electromagnetic field. In

this coordinate system, the boundary value problem is of the two-part variety, and the

boundary conditions lead to a dual set of homogeneous integral equations that are solved

by the Wiener-Hopf technique.

Statement of the problem. Let the slit of width 2a and the screen lie in the xz plane with

the z axis coinciding with the axis of the slit; then the slit edges can be specified as y = 0,

x = +a. A plane wave of unit intensity with its electric vector parallel to the edge of the slit

is normally incident on the slit from the positive ^-direction. The problem is independent of

z and therefore two-dimensional. Let the z-component of the electric field be denoted by w;

then ((f) measured clockwise from +y) choosing circular cylindrical coordinates (p, cp, z) to

represent the field, solutions u, and uu are defined as follows:

u, = u0 + u+; p > 0; \</>\<n/2 (la)

un = u_; p> 0; —n<4>< — n/2; n/2 < $ < n (lb)

where u0 = exp[ + ik{p cos 0)] — exp[ — ik(p cos <£)], k = 2n/X, and u+ and u_ are the scat-

* Received June 2,1981.
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tered fields due to the presence of the slit. In addition to satisfying V2u + k2u = 0, the

known boundary conditions on the scattered fields are

<i> = t/2 (p < a);

«-=«+= 0; <p = n/2 (p > a),

du _

d<p

du+
4^-12 = -2ikp (p < a)

together with the radiation condition p ' (du/dp) + iku)—>0 as p—> oo.

Solution. The solution to the problem is represented by an integral of the form jL

p\{p)HJJip) dp, where H^kp) is a Hankel function and L is a contour in the p complex

plane. However, in earlier work [4], it was found convenient to discuss solutions of prob-

lems of this type for pure negative imaginary k, i.e., k = —iy,y> 0, because this puts milder

restrictions on the choice of a contour and allows the use of a Lebedev transform theorem

[5], After obtaining the solution, the transformation is made back to real positive k. The

scattered fields above and below the slit are

Tioo

K+= I
J — let

MMcos pcpKJyp) dp, ~^<(t)<7j' (2a)

u_ =

100 _ _
71 ,71

-loo

M(/*)cos p(n-\(f> I )KJiyp) dp, -<<p <n, - n < <f> < - (2b)

where KJcyp) is the MacDonald function.

If the value of the scattered field in the slit (aperture) is denoted by uap, then application

of the boundary conditions to (2a) and (2b) gives

100 pn

p\(p)cos — KJcfp) dp = uap, p < a,
2- loo ^

0, p > a,

f p2A(p)sin — KJiyp) dp = -yp p < a,

du*

(3a)

(3b)
1

= +2
_8<p _

p> a,

where

du*

_ Sep

du_

d(p ®-»k + /2

du +

d<j)

To study the properties of A(p), use is made of a theorem of Kantorovich and Lebedev

[5] which states that if

g(yp) = pX(p)KJyp) dp (4a)
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then

Mp) _ i
sin Tip n2

g(yp)K„.(yp) y (4b)

provided both integrals converge, g(0) = 0, and /(/j)/sin np is an even function of p analytic

in a strip of finite width containing the imaginary axis. Application of the Lebedev theorem

to (3a) yields:

,, , uap(°) . 2i sin(/i7t/2)
+ 2—

pm n

where uap(0) is the value of u in the aperture at p = 0 and

V(VP) = KP(yp) ~ KpVX P < a,

= -Map(0), P > a.

Application of the Lebedev theorem to (3b) yields:

V{yp)KJap) — (5a)
P

— 2ya cos —

AOi) = —7—
71 p

pn
i cos — -

2
+

n2p

du*

dtp _
K,(yp) ̂  (5b)

P

where a0 „(ix) is a Lommel function.

By considering (5a, b), it can be shown that the properties of A(p) are:

(1) odd function of p;

(2) simple pole at p = 0 with residue uap(0)/ni;

(3) | Re /i | —» co | A(p) | ~ | K^(ya)/p2 |;
(4) | Im p | —> oo | A(p) | ~ | t | 5/2; t = Im p.

Consider the homogeneous integral equations

I
,co un

j"A(ju)cos — K^yp) dp = 0, p > a, (6a)
i oo ^

100 U7Z

p[pA(p)sin — - a(nflKJyp) dp. = 0; p < a, (6b)
- - i oo ^

where a(u) is the Lebedev transform of the function

-yp; p < a,

0; p> a.

The integrand in (6b) is an entire function of p. In order to modify it so that an infinite

semicircle may be added to the contour without changing the value of the integral, the

substitution

K(yp) = LJyptiM£l
m (2/7t)sin up
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is made in (6b), leading to

■ ** MMsin ^ - o{p) \I (yp) dp = 0; p < a. (7)
sin np 2 J

too

Now the integrand in (7) is still entire, and its decay on a right half plane is such as to allow

the addition of an infinite semicircle without changing the value of the integral. Consider

(6a) and modify the integrand so as to be able to add an infinite semicircle on a left half

plane without changing the value of the integral. In the present form this cannot be done.

Therefore, let

pA(p)cos ~ = 0(p) + 9{-p) (8)

where 6(p), obtained from (5a), is

l"ap(yp) - "a„(0)]/-„(yp) —
p

Piuap(0)

71

Substituting (8) into (6a) gives

(9)

%)K„(yP) dp = 0; p > a. (10)
00

Now the integrand in (10) is analytic to the left ofRe p = +2, and its decay on a left half

plane is such as to allow the addition of an infinite semicircle without changing the value of

the integral.

By applying the Wiener-Hopf technique beginning with (7) and writing the integrand in

terms of a plus function, i.e., a function that is analytic on a right half plane with algebraic

decay in all directions on that half plane, the following equation results:

(ya/2)"

pr(u)

[i sin(^7r/2)A(/i) — cr(/i)

sin fin
g+(p\ (ii)

By writing 6(p) and tr(p) in terms of "plus" and "minus" functions and substituting into

(11), one obtains

+ , , (ya/2)2^ (-p) (yq/2)2"^ (p) = tan(jm/2) _ q^jp)

® ^ 2r(|i)r(l + p)cos2(pn/2) r2(p + l)sin pn n ^ np

where

,_/4 (ya/2)T(l - p)O(p)
h (n) = , (13)

ii. (p) = —r(i - n) (y
n+l d d

l-jc/a) — o0,u(iya) - a0iU(iya) — /_„(ya) (14)

and qj(p) = — <?i ( — p)- In (12), the left side is to be a plus function and the right side a

minus function with a common strip of overlap. To accomplish this the appropriate partial
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fraction series is subtracted off from each term. It turns out that the left side can be made

analytic to the right of Re p = — 1 and the right side analytic to the left of Re p = 0. Now,

since each side is analytic on its respective half plane with algebraic decay in all directions

on the half plane and the half planes have a common strip of overlap, then by Liouville's

theorem, each side is equal to a constant, namely zero.

Since h( — 2m— 1), m = 0, 1,2,... will be needed in the expressions for the solution the

transmission coefficient, the minus side of (12) can be written (dropping the superscript on h

and q)

2 , 1 ® h( — 2n — 1) 1 ® (ya/2)4n + 2h( — 2n — 1)
-~2 h\-2m - 1) + — X  ~~ T~2 X

„ = 0 n — m 2n2 n = 0 {2n)\(2n + l)\(m + n + l)2
n'tm

2_ ® (ya/2f" + 1h(-2n - 1)

+ 7i2 n = 0 (2n)\(2n + 1)!(m + n + 1)
log — - \j/{2n + 1)

a 4n + 2

1 * (ya/2)A" + 2h(-2n- 1) _ q(2m + 1) 1 » (-irq(n)(ya/2)2"

7z2 n = 0 (2n)\(2n + l)!(m + n + 1) n(2m +1) n n = 0 (n!)2(2m + n + 1)

where log /? = — t/>(l) = Euler's constant. The solution u_ is expressed in terms of the

h( — 2m — 1) by considering (2b) and writing the integral representation as a residue series.

To accomplish this, it's necessary to use (8). Inserting (8) into (2b) gives

u_ = 2 0(^)cos[/i(7r - I (t> |)]K„(yp) /cos y d\x.

Since 9(fi) is analytic to the left of Re = +2 and behaves as | / - ̂ (ya) \, an infinite semi-

circle can be added on a left half plane. The poles of the integrand are the simple poles of

cos nn/2 which occur at ^ = ±{2p + 1), p = 0, 1,2,.... Therefore, applying the Cauchy

residue theorem gives

00

= —8i £0(-2n- l)K2„+1(7^)(-l)"cos(2n+ 1)|0|.
n = 0

This can be rewritten in terms of h( — 2n — 1) and H^+ i(kp) as

00

= 4n YJ{-l)"(kci/2)2" + 1h(-2n- 1)
n = 0

• cos[(2n +1)| $ \-]H%+ 1(fep)/r(2n + 1). (16)

Transmission coefficient. In terms of the complex Poynting vector, the transmission

coefficient t can be written

1

ak
Re

it/2

iu„ ——
dp

P d<f). (17)

When (16) is substituted into (17) and the integral is evaluated for large p, the following

expression is obtained:

t = 2n2ka

4

I h(-l)\2+ — \h(-3)\2 + --- (18)
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By using (9) and (13), the infinite system (15) is solved by the method of successive approxi-

mations. When the expressions for h( — 2j — 1) are substituted into (18), the transmission

coefficient becomes

n2k3a3 n2k5a5 ( fika l\ 2m2k1a1 f fika lV
T= 32 ~ 64 V°8~ 27+ 512 V°S^~~2y +'"'

Summary. A Lebedev transform, when applied to the problem of normal incidence of

a plane wave on an infinite slit, yields two homogeneous integral equations which are

solved by the Wiener-Hopf technique, resulting in an infinite system of linear algebraic

equations. The method of successive approximation was applied to these equations. It was

possible to obtain the first few terms in the expression for the transmission coefficient. There

is exact agreement between this result and the known result [3] except for a constant;

however, a new term has been obtained.
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